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Introduction

The rise in all-cause and cardiovascular mortality and hospitalization rates among the hemodialysis (HD) patients after the long weekly inter-dialysis interval is very impressive. In fact, there is an additional long-term morbidity risk besides this acute rise in mortality and hospitalizations that can be expected from the weakly exaggerated pre-dialysis peaks of the less risky hemodynamic and biochemical parameters. An approach for eliminating these long weekend inter-dialysis intervals is through the provision of the hemodialysis sessions on every other day (EOD) basis, regardless of the week days. This is likely to be both practical and cost-effective. Such EOD schedule can be introduced easily beside the ongoing thrice weekly HD schedule without disturbance of the HD unit work. The availability of EOD schedule would provide a healthier and cost-effective alternative schedule for those patients who can’t tolerate the weekend intervals and for those looking for maintaining their long-term health on the option of hemodialysis. In fact, with available data, medical staff is expected to encourage all patients to shift their HD to the EOD schedule.

Why we need an alternative HD Scheduling

Significant rise of the mortality and acute morbidity rates (M & M) after the long weekly inter-dialysis interval has been well documented by multiple studies [1-3]. The rise in all-cause and cardiovascular mortality and hospitalization rates after these weekend intervals is very impressive and should not ideally be left unaddressed. The figures reported for the rise in all-cause mortality ranged from 23% [1], to 41% [2]. The rise in the rates of cardiac mortality and hospitalization after the weekend interval is even more pronounced; RN Foley et al., reported 36% (P=0.007) and 124% rise in cardiac mortality and hospital admission for cardiovascular event (CVE), respectively [1]. T Springel et al., reported an admission rate after the weekend interval of 2.6 times the rate in the rest of the week days[3]. An almost similar degree to above hospitalization rate of 2.6 times is the figure of 240% rise in CVE rate after the long inter-dialysis interval that was reported by J. E Hakmei et al. [4]. These authors reported a rise of 260% in the CVE rate after 3 days gap that can be seen with unusual schedules as that of Mon-Wed-Thu or Tue-Wed-Fri. These hospital admissions may not be that self-limited; the reported high rate of rehospitalization among HD patients is high. Renal Data System has revealed an overall rehospitalization rate of 34% within 30 days of discharge [5]. This finding suggests a high rate of dragging morbidity after such initial...
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The harm from accumulating toxins or from the hemodynamic stress is generally related to both the peak levels and the overall exposure or the AUC (area under the curve); both of which are increased significantly by the long weekend inter-dialysis gap. This may be said about the potential harms of hyperphosphatemia, metabolic acidosis, subclinical overload, higher BP and arterial stiffness in addition to the higher rates of organ ischemia when higher UF rate is utilized on HD session following the weekend. The interdialytic increase in central wave augmentation index was documented by P. I. Georgianos et al to be more pronounced during the 3-day interval; this index reflects the degree of arterial stiffness and has been associated with increased cardiovascular risk [7]. Subtle echocardiographic dysfunction after the weekend intervals have also been documented by M. Obokata [8]. As alluded to above, the weekly pathological peaks of these parameters are not expected to result directly into above stated acute rise in M & M associated with the weekend intervals but are of course expected to account for the currently high long-term M &M. We can see that EOD regimen would improve the standard KT/V significantly by reducing the average pre-dialysis peaks significantly. In fact, many of the benefits attributed to quotidian HD schedule are justifiably well expected to be maintained on adopting the more practical schedule of EOD hemodialysis.

Medical non-compliance

Compared with compliant patients, those who skipped one or more HD sessions in a month had a 25% higher risk of death (P < 0.01) [9]. Higher figure of 33% for the mortality associated with skipping one HD session or more per month was reported also from DOPPS data [10]. Missing a midweek HD session would normally result in a 3-days gap between the dialysis days; the associated reported rise of CVE rate was 260% which was not very different from the comparable figure of 240% after the usual 2-days weekend gap.

We need to pause! Extending the inter-dialysis gap from one to three days by the patient on missing a midweek HD session is considered a risky irresponsible behavior while extending that gap from one to two days on weekly basis by the medical authorities is an acceptable policy despite above stated terrifying rises on M & M rates besides the additional long-term negative health consequences. I believe, we have to admit that our strict adherence to the thrice weekly HD schedule is another form of non-compliance with available facts. It is something that needs to be rectified if we are looking for further improvement of patients’ survival on HD.

Offering monthly rather than weekly based HD schedule for the compliant patients

It is unavoidable to have such long inter-dialysis intervals as long as the HD sessions are arranged on a weekly basis. Earlier suggestions to address the problem of long inter-dialysis interval were not practical because of the intrinsic limitations imposed by looking for a solution within the “week box”. Such suggestions included the provision of a 4th weekly HD session on either Saturdays or Mondays (The days before and after Sundays). Such approach is not practical because of the limited capacity in the staff and available HD slots in most of HD units which would not allow accommodating all patients together every Saturday and Monday. Doubling the number of HD staff
Alternate day outpatient hemodialysis schedule is the appropriate practical alternative schedule to improve patients’ outcomes and slots will then be needed on Saturdays and Mondays. The same inefficiency can be said about the other suggestions of short daily HD and long nocturnal in-center HD approaches. Home hemodialysis is a true alternative approach though its acceptance is still limited to a small proportion of the HD population.

I believe we need to liberate our in-center HD schedules from being stuck with those weekly schedules. The EOD approach, odd vs. even days of each month, regardless of the week days constitutes a simple, practical cost effective solution to eliminate the long inter-dialysis interval. The HD schedule will be based on monthly rather than weekly basis. Such schedule can be offered for the compliant HD patients who are looking for better health on chronic HD and for those in need for frequent (> three sessions/week) HD sessions. The old thrice weekly schedule can continue undisturbed in the same HD units for the rest of the patients in parallel with the monthly based schedule. Simply, every two patients agreeing to adopt EOD dialysis will take each other dialysis slots every other week. i.e. each patient will receive hemodialysis every other Sunday and will assume Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday in that week then Monday-Wednesday- Friday in the following week. Such alternating schedule would not disturb that of the remaining patients on the usual thrice weekly schedule. Patients on EOD schedule would need just to stick to HD on every other day (either odd or even days of each month) regardless of the week days. In fact, assuming that we have two daily HD shifts and accepting a nurse: patient ratio of 1 to 3, we can put 40 patients on such EOD schedule for every three 3 nurses (beside an on-call physician) agreeing to work on Sundays. Such three nurses working on Sundays can dialyze 20 patients every Sunday allowing a total of 40 patients to be put on EOD schedule. With appropriate explanation, the dialysis medical staff is likely to accept such approach as is already being practiced by almost all other medical staff who can’t interrupt their service because of the weekends; it would eliminate one major defect in the validity of hemodialysis as an RRT modality. The dialysis medical staff has already scarified half of their weekends by working on Saturdays which was a half solution for the problem of long weekend inter-dialysis interval; but the current 2-days weekend gap is still unsafe and needs to be addressed. Yielding to medical facts, I would suggest starting a process of gradual shifting of the current HD schedule toward EOD.
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